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Create Buzz With Vignettes

Custom picture framing is a visual service.
People add art and framing to their walls
because they enjoy looking at things that

make them feel good. Successful galleries under-
stand the value of helping customers visualize cool-
looking additions to their homes. They create stim-

ulating and unusu-
al designs to get
customers think-
ing and interested
in trying some-
thing they may
never have
thought of doing
themselves.

Great displays
don't just happen,
however. They are
the result of cre-
ative planning.
They also take
time to plan and

implement and require lots of energy and some
money, but the rewards are worth the effort.

Galleries that feature great vignettes are the
ones that customers love to talk about and revisit
just to see the latest ideas. They are the ones they
bring their friends to see. They also are the ones
that magazines and cable TV shows love to feature.
They are alive and interesting. In a word, they 
create buzz.

Great displays demonstrate ways to use custom
framing that many customers have never consid-
ered. For example, an innovative way to display
family heritage photos, while also selling mural art,
is to create a “family tree.” We had our gallery artist
paint a tree on a gallery wall, with the branches

supporting a different picture of a family member
(Photo 1). This creative display takes a total depar-
ture from the classic wall of family portraits but
grabs attention—the key to stimulating interest in
your gallery. 

Another approach is to use a triptych with sev-
eral innovative cross merchandising benefits (Photo
2). It incorporates art, traditional custom framing,
innovative custom framing (the trays supporting
the vases), and gallery merchandise. This display
introduces customers to many different aspects of
the gallery and its creative services. 

There are numerous other ways to stimulate
customer interest with these vignettes. Baseball
shadowboxes can be taken a step beyond the tradi-
tional display by incorporating colorful chairs (cre-
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Photo 1: A family tree vignette features a tree
painted on a gallery wall, with each branch sup-
porting a picture of a different family member.

Photo 2: This triptych vignette emphasizes cross merchandis-
ing benefits by incorporating art, traditional custom framing,
innovative custom framing, and gallery merchandise.
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ated by our gallery artist) and a neat
way of hanging a bat on a wall
(Photo 3). By going a bit further
than the usual display, this shadow-
box vignette creates more impact on
customers. It gets noticed by more
visitors and creates more buzz in the
gallery.

Another idea is to show how art
and furniture that coordinate can
complete a room setting (Photo 4).
Displays like this are unique because
they feature the creations of the
gallery artist, who painted the art
and the furniture. We added a cus-
tom frame that grabs the viewer's
attention, shows how various items
can be combined to create a distinc-
tive decor, and highlights the vari-
ous gallery services. 

You don't need a gallery artist
to sell merchandise that coordinates
well with certain types of art and
custom framing, however. You
might consider creating a complete
room setting that can be purchased
in part or in its entirety (Photo 5).
If you don't have furniture, partner
with a local furniture store and place
pieces of inventory and signs pro-
moting their showroom in your
gallery. You may even get to put
some framed art in their showroom
to advertise your framing
services.

Another very impor-
tant type of display is the
educational vignette. These
are designed to give cus-
tomers insight into a spe-
cial process or type of
framing. A display can be
built to romance cus-
tomers and inform them
about the art of water-gild-
ed frames (Photo 6). This
particular display features a

pictorial of the Senelar family from
France, which has been producing
water-gilded frames for more than
100 years. By illustrating the process
and the steps involved, the designers
at your front counter can get cus-
tomers excited about purchasing this
upscale technique. The display also
builds customer knowledge, helping
to create an informed customer who
understands the value of water-gild-
ed frames and the skill it takes to
produce them. 

Windows displays are also great
places to demonstrate your creative
talents. A travel window can be used
to stimulate interest in new mould-
ing lines from France and Italy
(Photo 7). The simple props are
combined with frames to draw
attention to the window and attract
customers inside.

A Vignette Program
To start a consistent program of cre-
ative vignettes, you must begin by
generating creative ideas. The best
way is to subscribe to many interior
design magazines. They always fea-
ture creative ways to decorate walls.
Many of these ideas can be adapted
to the custom framing industry.
Don't be afraid to use someone

else's ideas; just add a
twist that reflects the
talents and personality
of your own gallery.
Encourage your design-
ers to try new ideas for
custom moulding. For
example, we've tried
using serving trays, lad-
ders, and room screens.
These don't always lead
to big sales but they do
create that buzz. Every
dime invested in displayPhoto 5: A complete room setting using furnishings from a local furniture store

and lets customers see how framed art can be coordinated with home decor.

Photo 3: Baseball shadowboxes accompanied by
a colorful chair and table created by the gallery
artist along with a bat mounted on the wall add to
visual appeal and show how collections can be
framed and displayed in a home. 

Photo 4: By adding furniture, a vignette
can show how art can complete an interior
setting.



creating the items in dis-
plays is very important.
Don't assume you'll have
time to explain everything
to every customer. Take the
family tree idea, for exam-
ple. Signs in the display
clearly state that the gallery
has an artist capable of re-
creating the tree to fit any
decor, and that the custom
frame package can be con-
figured to accommodate
any style or quantity of
family photos.

Remember to take lots
of digital photos of your

vignettes. They are very handy for re-
creating similar displays for seasonal
events or for retrieving information
for customers after the displays are
gone. These images also work well for
postcard ads and for your website.

Finally, start to buy for your dis-
plays at the next interior design mar-
ket. Bring your calendar and shop for
interesting additions to your upcom-
ing themes. Buying correctly to sup-
port displays is a great way to increase
their effectiveness, keep your ideas
fresh, and to build profitable sales. 

So start building some buzz.
You'll enjoy the comments from cus-
tomers, your staff will enjoy the new
creative opportunities, and lots of
people will soon be coming through
your doors looking for new ideas that
show the creative role of framing in
today's interiors.  ■

doesn't have to be
recouped by selling that
particular item. Such a
limitation only hampers
the creative juices of your
designers. The objective
should be to have fun
creating something that
gets noticed. It's often
hard to say if a particular
vignette or display con-
tributes to specific sales,
but the creative atmos-
phere that surrounds such
displays can and does get
your customers excited
about all the possibilities
of custom framing.

When you do see that a vignette
has been responsible for a specific
sale, track those revenues under a dis-
play category. This will help you jus-
tify the costs of creating great dis-
plays. This is easy with a POS system
by creating a code that must be
entered as the sale is made. The code
is labeled “display” or “vignettes.” If
you don't have POS, try tracking
such sales manually and then go buy
a POS system with the money you've
made because of creative displays.

Once you've gathered your
ideas, don't try to implement them
all at once. Instead, create a display
calendar. This calendar should tell
you when to create new ideas on
paper, when to implement them, and
when to change them. Allow 60 days
before setting up your first vignette;
this will give you time to create sev-
eral to make sure you have a consis-
tent program with ideas that will
carry you through the first several
months. 

Also take notes about customer
interest and the questions you get.
Certain types of vignettes will be
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Photo 7: This window display was designed to
stimulate interest in new moulding lines from
France and Italy. 

Ken Baur is president of Framing
Concepts Gallery, a national award-
winning company with three locations
serving Northwestern Indiana, and a
corporate division serving the busi-
ness and design industry of Indiana
and Chicago. Framing Concepts is in
its fifth year in business.  

Photo 6: A display can both romance customers and educate them. In this set-
ting, the process of water gilding is displayed to help customers appreciate
the workmanship and value of gilded frames. 

noticed and produce more than oth-
ers. Try to determine why. Is it the
location in the gallery? Is it educa-
tional versus emotional displays? Do
displays that incorporate gallery
merchandise produce better than
ones with just framing? Do certain
windows get noticed more often? 

Remember to use proper sig-
nage for your displays. A vignette
that doesn't tell customers what
they're looking at is incomplete.
Prices and information about the
services and techniques available for


